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Anchorage House
Cellular Lightbox
Studio RHE designed the re-cladding and extension of Anchorage House, a multi-use
space in East India Docks, London. The entrance of Anchorage House presents itself
with a futuristic cellular lightbox composed of geometric translucent Hexaben panels framed in black powder-coated aluminium. The lightbox opens up to an impressive double-height reception area with its backlit desk and bright-blue angular staircase. Stemming off of the core of the building, several atrium break out spaces are clad
with a satin polycarbonate skinned honeycomb material that reveals the timber frame
structure behind and allows light far into the depths of the building. Part of Republic,
East India Docks, Anchorage House will form part of a huge redevelopment in the area,
that once completed will encompass over 6,000m2 of a campus like workspace with
retail, work, communal and outdoor space and has been deemed a ‘workplace of the
future’.
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Yara Dakkak

Resurfacing Memories,
latest trends spotted
at the finishing’s fair
You can find surface design everywhere you look.
It has always been the most significant element in a
design environment, everybody knows what kind of
improvement can be achieved by simply changing
the flooring or adding a new material to a wall of our
projects. Lately, this sector that was once limited to a
few options among genuine and synthetic materials is
booming and covering a large range of specifications
that engage with cutting hedge manufacturing
techniques, high end engineering and customized
solutions.
SURFACE Design Middle East, the MENA region’s
premier platform for flooring, wall and ceiling solutions
has been revamped for 2018. Following three hugely
successful years as Middle East Covering, the sister
show of interior design showcase INDEX now goes by
a new name: Surface Design.
The products that are going to be viewed will include
all types of acoustical materials, carpet tiles, industrial
flooring, wallpaper print, 3D models, solid surfaces,
and various surface treatment options.
Let us dig into the latest trends with a top selection
showcased at SURFACE Design Middle East.
Chalky Nuances
Modern chalky nuances and geometrical shapes are
used in some of the latest compositions to create the
most sophisticated and lavish patterns.
The main material used is porcelain, however, you
will find such trend ranging from carpets, stones,
hard surfaces, woods finishing and paints. Highly
influenced by the raw aesthetic of concrete, it creates
chalky nuances that slides between light dusky colours
to sage greens, and relaying on the desaturated
tones aesthetic for a more contemporary and sleek
approach. Geometric, organic, arabesques, baroque
and other varieties of shapes that give us the freedom
to combine them together and play with the colours
and effects against coloured or grey backgrounds.
The raw look and feel of un-plastered and repainted
stone walls is in. The mix of plain and patterned tiles in
subtle colours offers a new approach to adding pattern
and colour to an interior.
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Going Natural
Sustainability has become an approach almost
everyone is trying to follow through their work, and
ethics. This trend is about using natural ingredients
in building luxurious surfaces, by scavenging for new
materials to develop new sustainable surfaces.
For example, engineered marble made up of oyster
shells, to make use of the shells hard texture and
pearlescence. This gives it a desirable appearance
that allows it to be used for a lot of types of surfaces.
Moreover, another approach is finding the mileage
in Marbled Salts, which are created through the
compositing an amount of minerals made from
ninety-five per cent sea salt. Combined with natural
pigments and gum, then coated with a natural resin,
this is a water-resistant surface using one of the
cheapest mineral ‘dusts’ on the globe. Marbled salts
are considered sustainable as they are a low-cost,
abundant and organic mineral composite.
The demand for sustainable products often
coincides with a rough “recycled” aesthetic. Going
from Tiles made from corn husks, & Leather made
from pineapple waste, furniture made entirely from
recycled plastics, cans, and smartphone screens;
leather alternatives made from pineapple leaves were
just some of the sophisticated recycled materials to
emerge in 2017.
Cork is also an organic material that you will see a lot
in this years. It is durable and could work as a great
sound absorber due to its acoustical properties, it also
has other advantages like effectively insulating any
room and decreasing the level of heat and coldness
that could seep into the room.
The use of cork had been expanded, with a variety
of angled faces. By applying these tiles in various
positions and formations, cool effects could be created
through light and shade.

Tridimensional textiles
Surfaces are not seen any more as solid and
unmovable integral part of the structures, since spaces
are becoming more flexibles finishing are following
a similar path by having a temporary destination that
make them easy to be reassembled to fulfill everchanging flexible environments.
Fabrics, felts, but also leather, metal and stones
make up modular systems that can build small scale
assemblage or screens till full floor to ceiling wall
features with different degree of transparence.
Acoustic absorbance qualities makes them perfect for
busy hospitality and workplace projects while a variety
of looks can satisfy both a young and fresh taste as
much as more sophisticated grown up audience. The
interesting point of these surfaces is that are creating
a category aside that find each day an addition to
its list by the emergence of innovative and cheaper
manufacturing techniques.
You can view all these exquisite products and
creations, as well as more SURFACE Design Middle
East. Where the most innovative compositions will be
displayed, offering us new perspectives and products.
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Samantha Kane-Macdonald,
INDEX exhibition director’s interview

Writing
the History of Design
Celebrating now its 28th anniversary on the Middle
Eastern scene Index Exhibition still shows the energy
to sustain an ever-changing creative environment that
poses year-by-year new challenges to the commercial
and cultural operators in the field. The main star of
the region, it is now sided with emerging and growing
initiatives that attempt to claim its primate. We are
asking Samantha Kane-Macdonald, event director at
INDEX to tell us what INDEX was, what it became and
what is going to be in the future.
How long have you been leading INDEX? How
did you see it changing its role within the Middle
Eastern design scene from the beginning of your
experience until now?
When I first arrived in Dubai in 2005, there was no
Burj Khalifa or Dubai Mall – Dubai Marina was only
just being built and there really wasn’t much beyond
the old Hard Rock Café. Fast forward 13 years and its
incredible to see how much has been achieved.
I joined the INDEX team for the show in 2011, a critical
time for INDEX because we were in the doldrums of
the global economic crash. As with everything else,
we needed to rejuvenate the show and make it more
reflective of the market. A significant change was
the introduction of sectors within the show (furniture,
lighting, textiles, etc) and I think this really showed that
the industry was maturing. Architects and Designers
were also becoming more selective and needed
an event where they could source a wide range of
products more efficiently.
I became Director of the show in 2013, which was a
very interesting year, as we were started to see the
light at the end of the recession tunnel – which was
further boosted by the announcement of Dubai winning
the Expo 2020. This changed everything. Overnight,
optimism in the region was restored – and presented
the design and architecture community with endless
opportunities, as hundreds of new developments were
launched to prepare for the World Expo.
Looking back, I feel that both INDEX and the industry
have come a long way. We’ve achieved so much iconic buildings, launching the Dubai Design and
Fashion Council and creating Dubai Design District.
This city is so exciting because anything is possible,
which is essential to the success and development
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of the creative industries. It also keeps us aware,
because we need to develop INDEX in line with the
industry so that it is always current and on trend.
After 28 years INDEX is making the history
of Middle Eastern design is it still possible to
renovate the interest in an exhibition that is now
sided with several other key players? How could
this happen?
Niche events are an indicator that Dubai and the
industry has matured, this is a natural step in the
development of the design industry in this region.
INDEX is a homegrown Dubai brand that has been
an essential part of the city’s design scene going
global. With a rich history of driving business, most
manufacturers now operating in the region, found their
distributors or launched their products - at INDEX.
We’ve been bringing manufacturers and buyers
together for almost 3 decades which has provided us
with a loyal following.
INDEX is a business and trading event for the design
industry, we keep a constant dialogue with the design
community to understand their needs. We cater to
the requirements of both the manufacturers and the
buyers, architects and interior designers without bias –
we reflect the ethos of the Dubai business landscape
– we are open for business to all who wish to venture
here.
We have also launched a second edition of INDEX in
September 2018 as part of a long term strategy that
includes the launch of Future Interiors Manufacturing,
an event dedicated to furniture and interiors
manufacturing.
Since other design destinations and
appointments are dotting Middle Eastern design
map and agenda, how does INDEX intend to
establish a synergy with these new entities?
We are in communication with each other and
recognize that we all have the same goals – we want
to highlight this region as a design destination. INDEX
has the official endorsement of the Dubai Design
and Fashion Council and APID, the Association of
Professional Interior Designers. At present we are not
collaborating with any other entities, however we all
have our own unique offering that compliments and
supports the design industry. INDEX responds to the
needs of both the city and the design community, so if
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a more collaborative approach is required in the future,
then we will be happy to join forces, especially for the
sake of progression.
We are witnessing in recent years the
establishment of new entities to support a design
culture in the region. What do you think should be
done in the next future to support and develop the
resident design community and the local market?
There are so many initiatives already in place to
support and develop the local design community, to
continue this progression and keep the momentum
going, we need to all actively participate and support
these initiatives. We need to get involved, share
experiences, contribute to programmes and support
locally based industry associations.
Since 2 years now, you introduced at INDEX
themes that should enrich the visitor experience
and express emerging trends in the field. Can we
know how these themes are created and how they
find their actual execution within the fair exhibits
and activities?
The show themes are created by conducting
research with architects and designers, visiting
international design festivals and of course sifting
through hundreds of websites. The theme is based on
what is trending in the market and how we interpret that
trend, so that it’s relevant for the design community
here. Our themes are brought to life in many different
ways – visually in our advertising campaign, creatively
on our show website and of course through activations.
For instance this year our theme is ‘Design for
Expression’ and for our media launch, we selected
11 design firms in the UAE, presented them with a
blank canvas and asked them to fill the canvas with a
visual representation of their agency; a work of art that
expressed each firm’s individuality and design ethos.
The end result was a gallery event that exhibited the
finished pieces, all of which were absolutely incredible.
They will be on display at INDEX, so everyone can
have an opportunity to view them. We also have live
artists and interactive installations that all touch on
expression and design, including our Design Talks
seminar series, which will explore the theme from
different viewpoints.
We see the presence of Ventura Projects
as fresh air for the show attracting new kind of
visitors and establishing a new course for your
strategy. Could you please tell us about the reason
for such an important initiative and what are you
aiming at?
We are delighted to be hosting the region’s first
Ventura Dubai at INDEX, and thrilled to welcome
such an exciting element to the show. As INDEX is
first and foremost a trade event, that is open to all
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relevant companies, it’s vital that we have a design
centric feature that will attract, engage and inspire
architects, designers, interiors professionals and
design enthusiasts at the show. Ventura Dubai will
see 40 static displays from independent European
designers and 3 interactive and live features. As the
region’s most established and largest design event, we
need to ensure we provide fresh, new and interesting
content. Having seen Ventura in Milan, we believe that
this event will also raise INDEX’s status to new heights
internationally.
What are the top priorities that INDEX is
considering for the next future and where is it
going to head the design market?
There are many design events around the world, so
first and foremost we want to present a unique offering
that mirrors the cultural diversity of the region, uniting
local influences with international style. INDEX’s aim is
to be an industry platform that the Middle East design
community can look to for business prospecting,
market & industry news and future trends. INDEX is
the ultimate sourcing platform for buyers – we offer
over a thousand interiors products from more than 50
countries, we plan to expand on this to offer designers
access to brand new product lines from around the
globe. We are also committed to supporting young
designers, start-ups and local artisans, and will be
rolling out exciting programmes for these important
industry segments.
We are sure that such a grand event needs
an outstanding crew to make it happen and
perform well over the years. This is your chance to
highlight their contribution.
We have a big team of experienced and
passionate individuals! It starts from the top – as our
leader Tony Crinion, Design Portfolio Director has
years of experience working on international design
shows and has also managed a successful furniture
manufacturing company in the UK. Melissa O’Gorman
has been the Senior Project Manager for many years
now, her energy keeps the team motivated, and
clients respect her knowledge of the industry in this
region. The Marketing and PR team keep us updated
on industry trends and are super heroes when it
comes to social media and marketing campaigns. The
sales team lead by Esha Elawadhi and Burcin Tas
are all experts in their sectors, from Art to Textiles,
Lighting and Furniture. Without their commitment to
excellence, I really don’t know where we would be!
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Ventura’s
Adventures
Yara Dakkak
Ventura Projects are design exhibitions that act as a
platform for designers all around the world to present
their work and reveal their outstanding abilities and
creations to the world. It exists to bring different worlds
together, at the same place and at the same time.
They serve a great amount of people, whether you are
simply an individual with high ambitions, or a certain
brand trying to reach its audience, Ventura projects
might be the portal you need to unleash your creativity.
Starting out in 2009, and finding its way to becoming
a worldwide brand, who would have guessed that it all
started in the still streets of Ventura, Milan. Founded
by three people, Architect Mariano Pichler, Curator
Margriet Vollenberg, and Margo Konings, together they
formed a turning point for the design community, and
an opportunity box for artists and designers. As 2010
approached, the composition of Ventura Lambrate –
the first Ventura Project – started to form, a vision of
elevation and innovation was established, and with it
came the will and determination to create a vessel that
would alternately affect and elevate the Design nation
in a way no one had ever seen. It was the start of a
change.
From the very beginning, Ventura Projects have
always focused on Contemporary Art, and many of the
designers who displayed their work in its venues have
won multiple awards, mainly in the famous Milano
Design Awards. Ventura Dubai this year is playing a
great role in the Persian Gulf’s regional biggest interior
design exhibition, INDEX at its 28th edition. Following
worldwide design landmarks New York, Milan, Berlin
and Europe, it contained more than 45 designers and
artists, designers, labels and studios from all around
Europe, and created a connection with them and the
Middle East through their opuses and creations. The
purpose of Ventura projects is to alter the audience’s
perspectives on life and its elements, through its
artists’ work and contemporary designs. Listed below
are a few modern artists and their exceptional work
recently exhibited in Dubai.
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Workingbert and Paul Salets
Workingbert and Paul Salets’ work revolves
around finding the beauty of imperfection through
coincidence and precise observation, which could be
simply described as “A flair of imperfection”. They relay
on Digital printing design as their specialties and tend
to avoid the photographic clichés, which helps them
create textile feels in any interior.
Workingbert’s Ready to Wall wall covering series
might become one of the huge turning points in the
digital printing sector of design. The realness and
realistic feel of these textiles is created through the
handmade sketches and encasing of colour used.
Every single piece of theirs is considered special and
different from usual furniture, and is typically made
from solid wood like oak, elm or pear. Creativity is
a never-ending fuel that they seem to work on, in
order to create such organic designs born through
coincidence.
They hope to see how contradicting their work
would look next to Dubai’s urban atmospheres, and
somehow figure out a way to combine both these
styles into one alluring design.
One of the most significant pieces to be presented
at Ventura Dubai is Workingbert and Paul Salets’
first collaboration: a room divider in which the
three-dimensional sculpted language of Paul Salets
holds the digitally printed di-bond, with gold leaf of
Workingbert (fig. 1-2).
Carina Wagenaar
Carina Wagenaar is an artist who graduated from
the Amsterdam University of the Arts. She focuses
on creating unique artworks through using elements
extracted from culture, nature, history and heritage.
Her themes of work tend to be surprising and full of
mysteries, as she is a storyteller of her own work,
which you can perceive once you get up close and
personal with her artwork.
It is rare to find a specific piece that combines both
the classical and the modern, the serious and the
playful. However, Wagenaar’s style was able to reach
that point, and give every piece a special identity
of its own. She specializes in creating luxurious
storytelling medallion artworks. These medallions
act as a window to the different styles and themes
we come across in life, embracing even the simplest
details in it. This is where the emotional affect of
these pieces comes from, along with her personal
story.
Project "Amulet" will be presented for the first time
in Dubai. These large medallions are inspired by
the ancient Egyptian times in which amulets were
a sacred and magical charm and protective item,
made of nature’s abundance. Carina uses gold-plated
modern materials to create new amulets, which
amaze and astonish the spectators and aim to bring
a message to its surrounding (fig. 3).
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Naz Yologlu
Naz Yologlu, a Turkish based architect and designer,
follows a path of turning stories into handmade art
pieces. She gets inspired from the stories of her
surroundings, whether it’s the story about cosmos,
nature or mythology; as she believes that all those
elements have a feel that she can extract, which could
be combined into different forms, textures and objects.
She focuses her work on the meaning and sense of
belonging of spaces and objects.
She calls herself a wanderer and a storyteller. This
passion of hers can be seen in her art furniture pieces,
as they are influenced from various and different
cultures, and environments. You might notice that she
tends to combine and merge all these different cultures
and experiences into a unique contemporary art piece,
containing a great amount of feel and emotion by the
shape of its form and texture. Ventura Dubai will exhibit
her The Naiades Collection, for the first time. This
collection is composed of a series of tables inspired
by the myth of Narcissus. It depicts the sensation of
a morning in a forest and the encounter of a water lily
floating on water (fig. 4-5).
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Cabs Design
Cabs Design, a German company, began its creative
work and productions in 2015. Starting with a group
of students and a professor, Bernd Benninghoff,
who saw a ray of ambition and inventiveness in their
young minds and souls. Their hard work and sharp
investigative skills paid off in a wide range of designs
using textile fiber composite. This was the start of
widely original and unique acoustic products, focusing
on modular wall and ceiling covers to acoustic lighting.
What was once a mere thought and an idea on paper,
became a portal to success and proving the young
generation’s capability of turning their one-of-a-kind
concepts into an enterprise (fig. 6-9).
Ventura DUBAI might very well be a turning point in
these creative mind’s lives, and an opportunity to shed
more light on these 45 exhibitors’ alluring art pieces.
The partnership between Ventura DUBAI and DMG
events, organizers of INDEX, allow these talents and
their enterprises to be displayed and introduce them
to the Eastern market. Other equally talented artists
you might be happen to view their work are Siba
Sahabi, WET, Isaac Monte, Sarah-Linda Forrer, Birgit
Severin, Renate Vos, Paolo D Arrigo Design Studio,
FurotArtDesign, Studio Suzanne de Graef, Chris Ruhe,
Jan Koen Lomans, Daniel van Dijick, Frederike Top,
Erik Griffioen, Bert Schoeren, PeLiDesign, Aliki can der
Kruijs, Jungblut, Studio Solarix, Liqui Group, VANTOT,
Ateliers Zelij, Daniel de Bruin, and Sandwriter Skryf.
All of them exhibiting the best-refined pieces of art and
products, a sprinkle of determination and confidence,
great innovation and creativity, artisanship, and several
identities creating or having their own signature.

9
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Fig. 1-2 Illusio - Najah El Jaroudi, Sara Al Ali, Dalal Al Khalifah.
Fig. 3-4 NEXUS - Abdullah Tahseen, Stefanie Al Rahbany, Yara Salma.

New heterotopic workspace in Dubai

Dubai Belle Époque

Anna Cornaro
American University in Dubai
From March 26 to March 29, World Trade Centre
in Dubai hosts WORKSPACE, co-located with
INDEX2018, the largest and longest running collection
of interior, design and trend exhibition in the Middle
East. The core of is a special one-off space sponsored
by OFIS, an interactive lounge including furniture
specialists as Steelcase, Boss Design, Oasis Paints.
This informal interactive area, key space of the event,
is the Manifesto of what recently Dubai is creating in
offices: new models of working spaces based on coworking, networking, and heterotopia. Being Dubai
one of the youngest and most dynamic market in the
world, it gives the opportunity to experiment and apply
innovative formulas for workspaces.
Dubai is living a Belle époque of the workspace: open
hubs for networking, spaces not only for working, but
for meeting or learning, sometimes fragmented and
pulverized. Like European cafes of the beginning of
the 20th century, the new working spaces in Dubai
host new ideas and nurture innovation in a chameleon
environment that blurs the distinction between being
“at home” or “out and about” between public and
private, and smudges the bourgeois boundaries
between work and leisure1. Dubai offers working
spaces for single and independent entrepreneurs in a
way that reminds the dynamism and heterotopia of the
Paris Belle Époques Café.
In5 Innovation Centers are hubs for innovation,
creating an enabling platform for entrepreneurs and
start-up, covering three areas of creative activities:
technology, design and media. Located in different
areas of Dubai, the Hubs are incubators for innovative
entrepreneurs that have the use of co-working desks
(hot desks) or executive offices, to develop their
ideas in a friendly and informal environment. In5
hosts also workshops open to public and provides
networking, training and mentorship to its affiliates,
sponsoring directly the start-ups. It creates a platform
of discussion able to involve a wider community than
its members. A café-coworking space is the integrating
part of the hubs: opened to all, it is conceived as a free
of charge meeting-working space where individuals
can share knowledge and ideas in a lively and informal
way exactly as it was in the Cafes in Paris.
20
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Fig. 5-6 OBSID - Jessica Abou Haidar, Sandra Butros, Karim Khayati.
Fig. 7-8 Red-Heiser - Salim Hilles, Arta Nazari, Mohammad Shoaib.

Letswork Dubai translates more literally the work leisure
approach of the Belle Époque Cafes: monthly or yearly
fees provide basic services for single entrepreneurs
that can have the daily use of a table in the trendiest
cafe of Dubai, working at their laptop while sipping a
coffee. Letswork partners with restaurant and hotel
around Dubai to create a community of affordable and
flexible co-working spaces. The trend, born in the 90’s
with the Internet Cafe, became a habit in the era of the
free Wi-Fi access, and is nowadays formalized in new
formulas of rented office desk, pulverized in the city.
The landscape office2, characterized by the fluent and
irregular arrangements of working stations, is perfectly
realized in the layout of lounge bar and cafes, in fact,
thanks to the easy connectivity and portability of digital
devices, the philosophy of bringing the layout of the
cafes in the working space is nowadays totally reversed
by the action of bringing office spaces directly in the
cafes.
Following the same concept of flexibility, informality
and hybridation seen in Dubai, fourth year architecture
students of the American University in Dubai, carried
out, recently, a six weeks design exercise under the
guidance of Prof. José Carrillo, Dr. Anna Cornaro, Prof.
Ghada Yaiche. The aim was to design a six-storey office
building in the area close to Shindaga Metro Station. In
a rectangular plot, between the road side and the creek
side, 20 teams of students designed a building where
public and private life blur together, working space and
leisure create a dynamic environment for start-up and
different type and level of working activities merges in
working-learning office space.

5
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Illusio3, plays with illusionistic effect of floor heights and
floor slabs, to rise the curiosity of common people and
to attract them to discover the incubator for fashion,
interior design, furniture design, graphic. Common
workshop spaces give the possibility of collaboration
among the different professionalities. The road side
acts as a huge urban shop-window showcasing the
innovative production of the start-up (fig. 1-2).
7
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Nexus4, is a building office connected to the site by
transparency and translucency. The project based its
key concept on the configuration of hybrid offices that
are adaptable to employees needs and also available
to external users. The hybridation is emphasized
by the fluidity of these spaces. Their location, in a
complex core area of the building, is based on a
sophisticated effect of see and be seen (fig. 3-4).
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OBSID5 integrates the outdoor public space under the
building with the working spaces above. By the three
operations of elevate, rotate and subtract fluid spaces
are created, giving the chance to configure interior
landscape offices with dynamic plans open toward a
spiralized central void (fig. 5-6).
Red-Heiser6 is an incubator that includes learning
and working spaces. The separation of these two
main functions is evident in the division of the
building in two separated bodies, one, more opened,
facing the creek-side, the other, more solid, facing
the road side. The offices have a pyramidal functional
structure based on different levels of experience by
the different entrepreneurs, the lower level includes a
café co-working space, the meeting space between
the building and the city (fig. 7-8).

Notes

Even if based on a new formula of co-working and
net-working, mix of private and public, hybridation
of working and leisure, these projects are anyway
based on building-concept, without transcending
physical boundaries. In a few years Dubai will tell
us the future of working spaces, its high-speed
environment will be the best lab to test new trends.
We will see here, before anywhere else, if technology
and connectivity will bring to the complete dissolution
and pulverization of workspaces.

1. E. Wilson, The Cafe: The ultimate bohemian space, in I.
Borden, J. Kerr, A. Pivaro, J. Rendell (eds.), Strangely Familiar,
Routledge, London 1995, p. 87-90.
2. J. De Chiara and J. H. Callender, Building Types, McGraw-Hill,
New York 1973, p. 198.
3. Illusio - Najah El Jaroudi, Sara Al Ali, Dalal Al Khalifah.
4. NEXUS - Abdullah Tahseen, Stefanie Al Rahbany, Yara Salma.
5. OBSID - Jessica Abou Haidar, Sandra Butros, Karim Khayati.
6. Red-Heiser - Salim Hilles, Arta Nazari, Mohammad Shoaib.
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IMAGING MORE
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www.mosaicopiu.it

DANCING FLOWERS_DECOR 10X10_AD: IKOS

Co-located with
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MARCH 2018
DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE

DESIGN FOR
EXPRESSION
Find the Latest Design Trends in
Coverings, Flooring and Surfaces

Register to attend for FREE
www.surfacedesignexhibition.com
#SurfaceDesignME
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